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International Institutions and Processes in the Asia-Pacific
Region

Far Eastern Federal University

Degree or qualification is awarded: Master

Language of study: Russian
Mode of study: full-time
Duration: 2 years
Availability of free education: yes
Price: 265 000 rubles per year

Programme webpage at the university website:
https://www.dvfu.ru/upload/medialibrary/a8f/28x95obpn83tdykrgj7xazr99710ha7j/2022%20%D0%9F%D0%B0%D1%8
1%D0%BF%D0%BE%D1%80%D1%82%20%D0%9E%D0%9F%2041.04.05%20%D0%9C%D0%98%D0%9F%D0%90%D
0%A2%D0%A0%20(2022).pdf

Programme curator: Vlasov Gleb
Tel.: 8(423)265-24-24 ext.2684
E-mail: interadmission@dvfu.ru

The educational program is provide to teach graduates of the program to understand the regional aspects of
international political, economic, scientific, technical, informational, political, legal and cultural issues, analyze
international processes and events, conduct expertise and provide consulting and other services on international
issues. To attract students to actively develop international relations and participate in international activities,
including in the field of diplomacy and foreign policy of the Russian Federation and international relations of Russian
regions. To provide guidance to students for the preparation and implementation of scientific research and expert-
analytical work. Motivate students to participate in internships, scientific and practical conferences of languages,
world politics.

Key disciplines of the program:

Global security, international political economy, Russia and international legal issues in the Asia-Pacific region,
international relations in Northeast Asia, problems of cross-border relations between Russia and the countries of the
Asia-Pacific region, diplomacy and resolution of international conflicts in the Asia-Pacific region, foreign language for
special purposes (English), the second studied language (to choose from – Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Spanish,
Russian as a foreign language, business foreign language in the field of international relations (English)).

Partners involved in the implementation of the program:

The Representative Office of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation in Vladivostok, regional
authorities, the "Russian World" Foundation, the Russian Institute for Strategic Studies (RISI), General and honorary
consulates in Vladivostok, the Institute of History, Archeology and Ethnography of the Peoples of the Far East of the
Far Eastern Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
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